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Brother Non laminated black on white tape

Brand : Brother Product code: TZE-N231

Product name : Non laminated black on white tape

Non laminated, black on white, 12mm x 8m

Brother Non laminated black on white tape:

This non-laminated black on white 8m x 12mm tape is for use with our PTH105, PTH105 Blue, PTH105
Pink, PT1290, PT2030, PT2730 and PTP700 labelling machines.

Our TZ and TZe tapes can be used to label far more than just stationery and containers. Due to their
unique laminated design, these labels can withstand abrasion, chemicals, water, hot and cold
temperatures, and harsh light.

Unlike many consumer labels, Brother labels can be used outside, in the freezer, in the dishwasher and
in the garden. They’re also the most hygienic label on the market – they can be used in labs and
hospitals as well.
Brother Non laminated black on white tape. Label colour: Black on white, Tape type: TZ, Product colour:
Black. Tape width: 1.2 cm, Tape length: 8 m, Quantity per pack: 1 pc(s)

Features

Label colour * Black on white
Tape type TZ
Product colour Black
Print technology Thermal transfer
Laminated
Brand compatibility Brother

Features

Compatibility

PT-200, PT-210E, PT-220, PT-300,
PT-310, PT-340, PT-340C, PT-350,
PT-540, PT-540C, PT-550, PT-1000,
PT-1200, PT-1200P, PT-1250,
PT-1250J, PT-1250S, PT-1280,
PT-1750, PT-18R,1800, PT-1800E,
PT-1830VP, PT-1850, PT-1850VP,
PT-2400, PT-2400E, PT-2420PC,
PT-2450, PT-2450DX, PT-2460,
PT-2480, PT-2500PC, PT-3600,
PT-9200PC, PT-9200DX, PT-9400,
PT-9500PC, PT-9600

Weight & dimensions

Tape width * 1.2 cm
Tape length 8 m
Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 48219090
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